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Abstract

We report the first identification of the electron diffusion region, where demagnetized electrons

are accelerated to super-Alfvénic speed, in a reconnecting laboratory plasma. The electron diffusion

region is determined from measurements of the out-of-plane quadrupole magnetic field in the

neutral sheet in the Magnetic Reconnection Experiment. The width of the electron diffusion

region scales with the electron skin depth (∼ 5.5−7.5c/ωpi) and the peak electron outflow velocity

scales with the electron Alfvén velocity (∼ 0.12− 0.16VeA), independent of ion mass.

PACS numbers: Valid PACS appear here
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Magnetic reconnection is a process which converts magnetic energy to plasma kinetic

and thermal energy. This process plays an important role in explosive phenomena such

as magnetospheric substorms and solar flares [1, 2] and also in determining the relaxation,

stability and transport properties of laboratory fusion plasmas [3, 4]. Magnetic reconnection

involves the breaking and reconnecting of magnetic field lines in a narrow “diffusion region”

where the ideal “frozen-in” condition for the magnetic field is violated. The diffusion region,

acting like a throttle, controls how fast plasma can flow through it and thus determines the

magnetic energy release rate. Recent numerical results have shown that fast reconnection

is facilitated by the Hall effect, the decoupling of ions from the magnetized electrons in the

diffusion region [5–8]. Without an initial guide field (an externally applied constant magnetic

field perpendicular to the reconnecting plane), the Hall effect leads to the formation of a

two-scale diffusion region, in which a demagnetized electron diffusion region is embedded in

a much broader ion diffusion region.

In this Letter, we present the first identification of the electron diffusion region, in which

demagnetized electrons are accelerated to super-Alfvénic velocity, in the laboratory neutral

sheet of the Magnetic Reconnection Experiment (MRX) [9]. The width of the electron

diffusion region scales with the electron skin depth (∼ 5.5−7.5c/ωpe), and the peak electron

outflow scales with the electron Alfvén velocity (∼ 0.12 − 0.16VeA), independent of ion

mass. The identification of the electron diffusion region is further supported by the direct

measurement of the ion outflow, which is much slower and has a much wider width than the

electron outflow.

According to recent 2-D numerical simulations [8, 10–12], the width of the electron dif-

fusion region is on the order of the electron skin depth, while the ion diffusion region is

much wider, allowing the ions to flow out efficiently. A key signature of the Hall effect, a

quadrupole out-of-plane magnetic field, has been observed in both space [13–15] and labo-

ratory plasmas [16–18]. In addition, the electron diffusion region has also been observed in

space [19–22], where it was identified by examining the violation of the frozen-in condition

for the electrons. Previously reported electron diffusion regions in laboratory plasmas were

either in electron magnetohydrodynamics (EMHD) plasmas where the ions were globally

demagnetized [23] or in the presence of a strong guide field which magnetized the electrons

[24]. To our knowledge, the direct demonstration of the decoupling of electrons from ions

and the formation of a demagnetized electron diffusion region in a laboratory neutral sheet
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has not been reported in the literature.
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FIG. 1: Cross-sectional view of the MRX vacuum vessel, where the magnetic probe arrays and

Mach probe are shown.

In MRX plasmas, the MHD criteria (S >> 1, ρi << L, where S is the Lundquist

number; ρi is the ion gyroradius; L is the system scale length) are satisfied in the bulk of

the plasma [9]. Figure 1 shows a cross section of the MRX vacuum vessel in the R-Z plane,

and the positive toroidal direction defined points into the plane. The overall geometry of

the device is axisymmetric and thus global 2D geometry is ensured. Two toroidal plasmas

with annular cross sections are formed inductively around the two flux cores (donut-shaped

devices containing poloidal and toroidal windings utilized to generate the poloidal magnetic

field and plasma [25]). By simultaneously reducing the toroidal current in both flux cores,

the poloidal magnetic flux is pulled towards the flux cores, forming a current sheet and

inducing magnetic reconnection. Five one-dimensional magnetic probe arrays, as shown in

Fig. 1, are used to measure the profile of the out-of-plane magnetic field BT in the R-Z plane

with a spatial resolution up to 2.5 mm in the R direction and 3 cm in the Z direction. The

in-plane current, jin, can be calculated from the out-of-plane magnetic field measurement

using Ampere’s law. We obtain the in-plane electron flow, Ve,in, from Ve,in ≈ −jin/(ene),

assuming that |Vi| ¿ |Ve|. A Mach probe, which can be scanned in both the R and Z

directions, is used to measure the ion outflow velocity, ViZ . The plasma temperature and

density are measured by two Langmuir probes (not shown). One of them is inserted radially

and located at Z = 0. The other probe is inserted axially, like the Mach probe, and can be

moved in the Z direction and can be scanned radially.

The electron diffusion region is identified by evaluating the toroidal component of the

generalized Ohm’s law [26] across the reconnecting current sheet:
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FIG. 2: (a) Radial profiles of four terms in the generalized Ohm’s law: the reconnecting electric field

(ET ) (solid line), the Hall term (jRBZ/(ene)) (dashed line), the collisional resistive term (η⊥jT )

(dash-dotted line), and VRBZ (dotted line) measured in a helium plasma with a fill pressure of

8 mTorr. The corresponding symbols show the coil positions. The error bars result from the

uncertainties in the magnetic field, density and temperature measurements. All quantities are

evaluated at Z = −3 cm. The shaded area denotes the the electron diffusion region, where

ET + VeRBZ − VeZBR 6= 0. (b) The radial profile of the electron outflow velocity VeZ at Z = −3

cm. The two vertical dashed lines denote the positions where ET − jRBZ/(ene) ≈ 0.

ET + VRBZ = η⊥jT +
jRBZ

ene

− jZBR

ene

(1)

where ET is the reconnecting electric field; BZ is the reconnecting magnetic field; BR is the

radial magnetic field; VR is the ion inflow velocity; η⊥ is perpendicular Spitzer resistivity;

jT , jZ and jR are the three components of the current density; e, me and ne are the electron

charge, mass and density respectively. Note that, in Eqn. 1, we neglect the electron inertia

term, the electron pressure term and the terms from plasma turbulence none of which were

measured in the experiment. Three terms are evaluated from experimental data: ET , η⊥jT

and jRBZ/(ene). The reconnecting electric field is calculated from ET = Ψ̇/2πR where Ψ is

the poloidal flux function [27]. The reconnecting magnetic field BZ is measured by the probe

array at Z = −3 cm with a resolution up to 0.5 cm in the R direction. The jT profile is
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calculated by fitting the measured reconnecting field to the Harris sheet profile [28]. Figure

2(a) plots the radial profiles of these terms. Since we do not have good BR measurements

close to the X-line, we are not able to evaluate the radial profile of the jZBR/(ene) term.

However, since this term only peaks at the current sheet center due to the peaked profile of

jZ , we only need to estimate the magnitude of this term. The value of BR at Z = −6 cm is

about 30 G measured by a coarse magnetic probe array [16]; we use the linearly interpolated

value of 15 G as the estimate of the value of BR at Z = −3, noting that BR = 0 at Z = 0.

Thus we find that the magnitude of jZBR/(ene) is about 50 V/m in the current sheet center.

In Fig. 2(a), it is clear that far away from the current sheet center (at R ≈ 37.5 cm)

the electron “frozen-in” condition, ET + VeRBZ = ET + VRBZ − jRBZ/(ene) = 0, must

be satisfied, and thus VRBZ is evaluated from VRBZ = ET − jRBZ/(ene). The resulting

VRBZ is positive, which shows that the ions are flowing towards the X-line, but the ion

“frozen-in” condition is broken, since ET + VRBZ 6= 0. This violation of the ion “frozen-in”

condition shows that this region is the ion diffusion region, although the boundaries of the

ion diffusion region are beyond the measurement area. The two vertical dashed lines in Fig.

2(a) denote the positions where ET − jRBZ/(ene) ≈ 0, which demonstrates that the ions

have been completely decoupled from the magnetic field lines since VRBZ becomes much

smaller than ET , i.e. VR ¿ ET /BZ where ET /BZ presents the velocity of the magnetic field

lines. The shaded region between the vertical dashed lines is the electron diffusion region,

where (jRBZ − jZBR)/(ene) becomes significantly less than ET (note as discussed above

that the magnitude of jZBR/(ene) is about 50 V/m, much smaller than ET ≈ 170 V/m).

Since VR ¿ VeR and VZ ¿ VeZ (shown in Fig. 3), where VZ is the ion outflow velocity, the

electrons are decoupled from the magnetic field lines. It is obvious in Fig. 2(a) that the

collisional resistive term, η⊥jT ≈ 40 V/m, is not large enough to balance ET + jZBR/(ene),

which is about 120 V/m, in the electron diffusion region. The electron inertia term, the

electron pressure term and the fluctuation terms, not shown in Eqn. 1, can contribute to

balance ET , although the study of the exact roles of these terms is beyond the scope of this

letter.

In Fig. 2(b), we plot the electron outflow velocity VeZ as a function of R, where the

two vertical lines and the electron diffusion region are positioned the same as in Fig. 2(a).

The two vertical lines coincide with the edges of the electron outflow channel, where the

electrons flow toward the outflow region, i.e. VeZ < 0. Thus we conclude that the width of
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the electron diffusion region is consistent with the width of the electron outflow channel. We

define the width of the electron outflow channel, δBT , as the half width where the electron

outflow velocity decreases to 40 percent of its peak value. The defined δBT also represents

the width of the electron diffusion region, and this definition will be used in the rest of this

letter.
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FIG. 3: (a) The radial profiles of the electron outflow velocity, VeZ , (magenta asterisks) and ion

outflow velocity, ViZ (blue squares), measured in a helium plasma with a fill pressure of 8 mTorr;

(b) The two-dimensional profile of BT (color-coded contours) and Ve (black arrows); (c) VeZ and

ViZ as a function of Z. VeZ and ViZ are normalized to VA, the Alfvén velocity based on the

shoulder reconnecting field and central density. The magenta dashed lines in (b) represent the cuts

at Z = −6 cm and at R = 37.5 cm along which the profiles in (a) and (c) are taken. Note that

VeZ peaks at Z = −6 cm and R = 37.5 cm. The magenta and blue solid lines in (a) and (c) are

the interpolations of VeZ and ViZ , respectively. In (a), δBT and δViZ
are the widths of the electron

diffusion region and ion outflow channel, respectively (δviZ uses the same definition as δBT ), and

the shaded region shows the electron diffusion region. In (c), LBT denotes the electron acceleration

length and is defined as the length of the electron diffusion region. A red half-open box in (b),

with a width of δBT and length of LBT , shows the electron diffusion region.

To support our identification of the electron diffusion region, here show we the direct
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evidence for the decoupling of the ions and electrons. Figure 3(a) shows the radial profiles

of VeZ and ViZ , where VeZ is calculated from VeZ = −jZ/(ene)+ViZ , at the Z location where

VeZ peaks. Figure 3(b) plots the profile of BT in the R-Z plane, showing half of the out-

of-plane quadrupole field. Figure 3(c) shows the profiles of VeZ and ViZ in the Z direction

at R = 37.5 cm where VeZ peaks. In Fig. 3(a), it is obvious that VeZ is much larger than

ViZ in the electron diffusion region (the shaded region), showing that the approximation,

Ve ≈ −j/(ene) is justified there. The width of the electron diffusion region, δBT , and the

width of the ion outflow channel, δViZ
, are about 0.7 cm and 4 cm respectively. This large

difference illustrates that the ions decouple from magnetic field lines (to form the ion outflow

channel) on a much larger spatial scale than do the electrons, demonstrating the formation

of two diffusion regions. As shown in Fig. 3(c), the length of the electron diffusion region,

LBT , is defined as the distance over which the electrons are accelerated to their maximum

speed. This definition is consistent with that used in numerical simulations [10, 12]. A red

half-open box, with a width of δBT and a length of LBT , shows the electron diffusion region

in Fig. 3(b). It is clear that the electron diffusion region is where the electrons stop flowing

towards the X-line and are accelerated in the Z direction.
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FIG. 4: (a) δBT as a function of c/ωpe; (b)LBT as a function of c/ωpe. c/ωpe is calculated using

the central density in the electron diffusion region. Discharges with three different ion species are

shown: helium (filled squares), deuterium (filled circles) and hydrogen (asterisks). The dashed line

(δBT = 8c/ωpe) is the linear best fit to the data in (a). See text for the definitions of δBT and LBT .

Having identified the electron diffusion region, the scalings of its width and length can be

studied by varying the plasma density and ion species. Figure 4(a) plots δBT as a function
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of the electron skin depth (c/ωpe). The error bars come mainly from shot-to-shot variation.

The data points with different ion species come together on one line, demonstrating that δBT

scales only with the plasma density and has no dependence on ion mass. A linear relation

between δBT and the electron skin depth can be obtained from Fig. 4(a): δBT ≈ 8c/ωpe. We

note that from a recent estimate on the current blockage of the probes, δBT ≈ 8c/ωpe changes

to δBT ≈ 5.5 − 7.5c/ωpe[29]. This scaling of the electron diffusion region is consistent with

theory and numerical results [10–12, 30, 31], although a different coefficient was found there:

(δBT ≈1-2c/ωpe). In Fig. 4(b), LBT is plotted as a function of c/ωpe. It is clear that the

data points with different ion species again come together, which shows that LBT has no ion

mass dependence, and is a function of only the plasma density. For deuterium and helium

plasmas, LBT tends to decrease as the plasma density is lowered. The same relationship

is also present for hydrogen plasmas, but is less clear due to the large error bars. This

relationship agrees with previous observations in MRX [32], where the current sheet length

is found to decrease when the fill pressure ( and thus the plasma density) is lowered. The

length of the electron diffusion region has been addressed in numerical simulations [10, 12].

In Ref. [10], LBT is found to scale with the electron skin depth, ∼ 5c/ωpe. Here we have

verified that LBT does not depend on ion mass, which agrees with the simulation. However,

we also find that LBT (∼ 40− 80c/ωpe) which is not only much larger than the 5c/ωpe found

in the simulation, but does not scale with c/ωpe either. More recent numerical simulations

[12, 33] shows that the electron diffusion region can extend to tens of c/ωpi in length when

a large simulation domain (several hundred c/ωpi), with either open or periodic boundary

conditions, is used. Note that LBT is about 1-2c/ωpi in the experiment, which is much less

than tens of c/ωpi. However, this difference could be due to the size of the experiment, i.e.

the distance (40 cm) between two flux cores shown in Fig. 1 which corresponds to about

14c/ωpi in a high density hydrogen discharge. Note that even fewer c/ωpi can fit in the

experiment as the plasma density is lowered. The length of the electron diffusion region will

be addressed in future experiments where the distance between the flux cores will be varied.

Since the outflow velocity affects the reconnection rate, we plot the maximum electron

outflow velocity, VeZ , against the electron Alfvén velocity, VeA, in Fig. 5, from plasmas with

three different ion species (the electron Alfvén velocity is calculated with the reconnecting

magnetic field evaluated at the edge of the electron diffusion region and the central density).

Note that the data shows no ion mass dependence within error bars, since the points come
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FIG. 5: The peak electron outflow velocity, VeZ , as a function of VeA. Discharges with three

different ion species are shown: helium (filled squares), deuterium (filled circles) and hydrogen

(asterisks). The dashed line (VeZ = 0.11VeA) is the linear best fit to the data.

together on a single line despite the variation in the ion species. The measured VeZ scales

with the electron Alfvén velocity: VeZ ≈ 0.11VeA, indicted by the linear best fit shown in

the figure. We note that with the same probe effect corrected, the above scaling changes

to VeZ ≈ 0.12 − 0.16VeA. This result is different from numerical results [10, 12] where

VeZ ≈ VeA. However, we point out that although the measured VeZ is much slower than

VeA as predicted by the numerical results, the width of the electron diffusion region is also

wider in the experiment than the simulations. Thus the total electron flux from the electron

diffusion region is neVeZδBT ≈ 0.9neVeAc/ωpe, consistent with theory and numerical results

[5, 10, 30].

In summary, we have identified the demagnetized electron diffusion region during Hall-

mediated fast magnetic reconnection for the first time in a laboratory plasma. The width

of the electron diffusion region is found to be consistent with that of the electron outflow

channel. Both the width and length of the electron diffusion region have no ion mass

dependence, and the width of the electron diffusion region scales with the electron skin depth

as δBT ≈ 5.5 − 7.5c/ωpi. This width is much larger than that in Hall-MHD simulation [10]
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and even that in 2D full kinetic simulations [12, 31], which implies the 2D simulations may

be missing important physics. The maximum electron outflow velocity in the experiment

scales with the electron Alfvén velocity as VeZ ≈ 0.12− 0.16VeA. However, since the width

of the electron diffusion region is wider in the experiment than numerical results [10, 11],

the total electron flux from the electron diffusion region remains consistent with theory and

simulations.
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